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A Preliminary Methodological Note.
This essay was written some time ago, while I was working at elaboerating an
aesthetics of the cinema based on the'differences amongst what I tenned the
Cinema of Presentation, the Cinema of illustration and the Cinema of Construction.
Thesimplest possible decision procedure for distinguishing amongst these different
cinematic modes (which, of course, do overlap in some measure in actual wOlks}-and, unfortunately, the least interesting, for it is what follows from these simple
distinctions that is really of aesthetic importance-is to ask what category of
explanation one would use in the main to explain why the local and global forms
one discerns in a particular work·of art are what they are. Sometimes, when
discussing a film (or a painting or a poem, for that matter), one explains why some
arrangement of shots (or colour and shapes, or sounds) by petitioning to an idea
that the work is supposed to convey-as one might discuss the colour of an heroic
worker's clothes in a Socialist Realist painting, or the device of placing the hero
near the picture plane or lit the apex of triangle of fonns, or the low-angle view on
her as means for conveying the her greatness. When discussing a Mondrian, on the
other hand, would be inclined to discuss the manner in which shape balances shape
on the picture plane, the metrical arrangement of primary colours, or the efforts
made to prevent adjacent colours from have different hapticities. (It would be
erroneous to infer that the distinction between these two modes is coextensive with
the distinction between representati9nal and apstract forms, since some
representational works invite being considered in primarily formal tenns and and
some abstract works invite being considered as embodiments of underlying
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conceptual structure.) And again, sometimes one feels quite justified in discussing
some works (for example Tom Thomson's landscapes to say f0II!ls are what they
are because they render the repre~ented scene ~ccurately. ~e fipt mode I term
. .
illustrational, the second Construcuve, and th~third ~resentanonal.
Antonioni I consider the finest illustrauonal filmmaker ever; hIS fIlmS are
superlative cinema and they are sol.argely b~cause. they present a thoroughly
worked-out world-view, a very movrng one, m a VISUally cogent form. So he
became my example of illustrational film~aking. 1fris. ,essay w~s an attempt to
show the interrelation of style and concept rn Antoruom s work m order to work
out some problems abo~t the relation betwee~ visual form ~nd idea. Some ~ders
may realize, from readmg Image and IdentIty, that I be~leve that illustrattonal
cinema has inherent aesthetic problems. But no one can clatm I chose a weak body
of work on which to work out these problems.
My desperate financial situation and my inability to secure a position that might
have subsidized some research time forced me to abandon my work on a theory of
cinema. How I wish it were not so. I am bringing out this mere fragment of it now
so that the effort I spent on it is not all in vain.

In memoriam, Northrop Frye.
In his now famous statement introducing L' avventura to the 1960
Cannes Film Festival, Antonioni put forth a ideas that seems to me
fundamental to his entire world-view. The statement reads in part as
follows.
"There exists in the world today a very serious break between .
science on the one hand, always projecting into the future and
each day ready to deny what it was the day before, if that will
enable it to advance its conquest of the future even by a
fraction ... between science on the one hand and a fixed, still
morality on the other, the faults of which are perfectly apparent to
man, but which still continues to stand.
From the moment he is born, man is burdened with a heavy
load of feelings. I do not say these feelings are old or out of date,
but they are entirely unsuited to his needs; they condition him
without aiding him, fetter him without ever showing him a way
out of his difficulties.
.
And yet man has not succeeded-so it seems-in
unburdening himself of this inheritance. He acts, he hates, he
suffers, impelled by moral forces and myths which were already
old in the time of Homer. Which is an absurdity in our day, on the
eve of man's first journey to the moon. But that is the way thins
are.
For example, what do you think this eroticism that has
invaded literature and the performing arts really is? It is a
symptom, and perhaps the easiest symptom to discern, of the
illness from which the emotions are suffering.
We would not be erotic, that is, the sick men of Eros, if Eros
himself were in good health. And when I say in good health, I
mean just that: adequate to man's condition and needs."
This statement provides a useful framework within which to
understand Antonioni's oeuvre, for it reveals Antonioni's conceptualizing
apparatus to be a· polarizing one. His entire corpus turns upon fundamental
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oppositions: between the old and the new, between tradition and
innovation, between technology and nature, conformity and individual
responsibility, authenticity and bad faith, the individual and the mass, and
awareness and obliviousness.
Examples of each dichotomy can be found in any of his films.
Consider the first of the dichotomies cited above: the opening shot of
L' awentura has Anna walking out of a traditional Italian villa while off
screen voices talk of something encroaching that threatens to suffocate that .
home. The camera pans, then comes to rest by framing a shot that on the
left depicts modern apartment buildings under construction and on the
right, off in the distance, St. Peter's Cathedral. Shortly after, we see Anna
conversing with her father. During the conversation, she responds to her
father's inquiry about whether she has her yachting cap by remarking,
"Nobody wears them anymore."
Similarly in the background, behind the photographer Thomas of the
film Blow-up as he drives around London, are old buildings juxtaposed
cheek-and-jowl against new ones. In the heart of mod London, the
photographer discovers a shop filled with relics of begone eras but,
significantly, in which they are preserved in a fonn that resembles a junk
heap.
.
Many of Antonioni's characters fIlms define themselves essentially by
their adherence either to the old world, the world of tradition, or to the new
world, the world of technology. The man in the antique shop/junk shop in
Blow-up, the intellectual Riccardo of L' eclisse and, to a certain extent, the
writer Giovanni Pontano of La nolle are figures whose basic loyalties are to
the past the past; all are essentially curators of the past, people who act to
preserve traditions and the traditional. And all do whatever they can to
deny that change takes place. Other characters such as Ugo and Corrado of
Il deserto rosso and the businessmen of Zabriskie Point owe their
allegiance to the annihilating present, the present that sweeps away what
has gone before it, and more specifically, to the forces of innovation.
In Antonioni's films, the force that is primarily responsible for
innovation is technological. We repeatedly see cranes or steam shovels or
other mechanical equipment tearing down old buildings and building now
ones. Antonioni does not conceive of technological culture simply as
opposed to tradition; he also and more importantly thinks of it as at odds
with that which we need to be fully human. This is nowhere more evident
than in its· inhuman scale. In La notte, the buildings that tower over Lidia as
she makes her solitary walk through the streets of Milan, Italy's centre of
capital, seem to diminish her; even their rnarble-and-glass facades and their
prison-like forms prompt us to associate them with the film's motif of
entrapment. The colours of the technological world of II deserto rosso are
similarly unnatural and, finally, anti-human; their pure reds, yellows,
whites and sometimes even blues seem hard, cold and even menacing.
Antonioni suggests that technology takes on such inhuman forms
because the force that drives its innovations is the wish to escape the
radical limitations of human existence. The industrialist Gherardini of La
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notte, for example, is a Milanese Trimalchio, death very.mu~h on h~s mind.
No sooner is he introduced than he speaks of roses sleepmg m the mght and
not long after identifies his motivation for constructing a technological
empire as the need to construct something that wi11live on after his death.
Like so many of Antonioni's males, he is a technological Faustian, for he
has traded his soul and his humanity for the dream of immortality. In a
similar way, Corrado of Il deserto rosso ascribes his technological interests
to a need to get away from the earth. In a very revealing remark, he states
that although he trained as a mining engineer, he was afraid to go down
into the earth. His fear of digging is a metaphor for anxiety about selfexploration, about plumbing the depths of one's humanity, while need to
build objects that soar above the earth is a metaphor for desiring to flee
from the human condition. Like the photographer Thomas in Blow-up, and
the journalist Locke of The Passenger, and to a certain extent the radical
student Mark in Zabriskie Point, he is constantly in motion, shuttling here
and there in some that vehicle recent technology has provided. This
constant movement and the restlessness from which it arises are signs of
these males' flight from themselves.
Accordingly, those characters who most completely identify with the
technological world are somewhat inhuman. The engineer/businessman
Corrado can little understand Giuliana's need to surround herself personal
objects; after all, he can leave them behind without experiencing any pain.
Ugo, too, approaches Giuliana's human anxieties with the unfeeling of an
engineer. When telling about her "accident" (really a nervous breakdown
and, unknown to him, an attempt at suicide) he speaks of her as "not yet
having gotten back in gear." When she wakes up in terror in the night, he
takes her temperature as mechanically as he does that of the boilers on
which he works during the day. .
Antonioni's beliefs about the effects of this scanting the human
dimension of our existence inflects his conception of the antithesis between
male and female. For although some women bear the marks of this
dehumanization upon their personalities, as do almost all the men, there is
usually one female figure in each of Antonioni's films who has escaped this
damage. Antonioni suggests that while men are, almost without exception,
too deeply immersed in the technological culture, and so have forsaken that
which we require. to be truly human, the social position of women,
especially of the upper class women of traditional Italian society, provides
them with the possibility of largely escaping such damage. Some seize this
possibility but many more do not
The result of the male's immersion in technological culture is
dehumanization. The males in Antonioni's films are out of touch with their
feelings. One reason males such as Corrado or Sandro or Giovanni find
females like Giuliana, Claudia and Lidia appealing is that they are attracted
by what have learned to suppress or, more exactly, by what they know,
somewhere in their deepest selves, they have surrendered. These women
have preserved their instinctiveness, their spontaneity, their sensitivity and
their awareness. The films that make up Antonioni's oeuvre offer a gallery

of portraits of women like as Monica Vitti, Sarah Miles an'd Maria
Schneider whose physiognomies speak volumes about the beauties of
human awareness and hum&TI kindness. A particularly cogent example of
this occurs in L' avVentura:a shiphand (it is significant that a member of the
servant class performs the gesture) offers Claudia a piece of fresh fruit; she
holds it up and smiles with an evident delight that almost beatifies her. 2
One difference between these females and most of Antonioni's males
is that these females have maintained a sensitivity towards that which
technological culture minimizes, while the males have lost contact with that
same dimension of human existence. Male consciousness has broken too
radically with the unconscious and it has been damaged in the process.
Women, on the other hand, are close to the unconscious roots of human
reality and are so more instinctive, more natural and more spop.taneous.
Lidia of La notte still longs for sponteneity in her relationship with her
husband, as is made clear when, drapped in towel, she shows herself off to
him; but he remains sullen and bored.
Giuliana, of II deserto rosso, for example, instinctively comprehends
the dehumanizing effects of technological soCiety. A striking demonstration
of this understanding is a scene involving her son, Valerio. It opens with a
close-up shot of a robot, which serves as an emblem of the technological
soCiety. The camera's field of view soon widens to show the two males,
father and son, sitting before a microscope, suggesting the father's role in
indoctrinating the son with technologism. The boy turns, sees his mother,
and asks, "What do one and one make?" In accord with the entire context
of the question, the mother offers a rational scientific response by
answering, "Two." The boy contradicts her and places fITst a single drop of
water on a microscope slide (water tinted the same colour of blue we are to
see soon, in the Sardinian beach scene) and then a second. The boy then
grins and holds up the slide for his mother to see, showing her that the
drops together do not make two drops but a single one.
Giuliana smiles in response. She recognizes no doubt that the boy's
grin reflects the discovery of an important human truth concerning the
human impulse towards unity, a truth far more satisfying than those
scientific truths based on division and separation whose effect has been to
rend the world asunder. Sensing what has stirred the lad, Giuliana leans
over to kiss his head. The camera frames the kiss so that, like the two drops
of water, his hair and hers become one fused mass. Just as this occurs, she
cocks her head slightly, exposing one eye that she opens to view the room.
When she catches a glimpse of the technological appm-ati that fill the room,
the thought of separation dawns; she immediately leaves the room and goes
to pack her husband's clothes so he can leave on a business trip.
The scene's high degree if stylization confers upon it the quality of the
futuristic nightmare; it offers, then, yet another image of what produces
Giuliana's feelings of dread. Furthmore, its tightly-knit structure weaves
together those oppositions between unity and separation, reason and
instinct, science and human understanding, and male and female that
collectively embody the fIlm's thematic. Finally, the relation of the boy to
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the mother and, more particularly, the position of the boy as balanced
between the position of the father and that of the mother suggests
Antonioni's feelings towards the child, whom he views as the future hope
of mankind, as children might yet discover a way to reconcile what we
_
moderns have divided and set at odds.
Those women who have escaped largely the baleful effects of
technologism have a relationship to nature that assures that their
spontaneity and nourishes their humanity. Antonioni once stated, "it seems
to me that female psychology is a finer filter for reality than male
psychology. Anyway, women are less hypocritical by nature than men,
therefore more interesting." Giuliana's reaction to aphrodisiacs shows just
this. While none of the others who take them react to the aphrodisiacs,
Giuliana does, because they are natural compounds, and Giuliana alone
possesses a sufficiently strong affinity to nature to be subject to
their effects.
Females, or some females at least. maintain their spontaneity and their
instinctiveness because of women's social position. Male roles, male
behaviour, males' occupations and the functions that males serve dictate
men's behaviour and attitudes. They deny their human individuality and
become that "object" which their social function defines them as being.3
Women's roles are less clearly defined-'-and this was even more true
during the period that Antonioni made his best-known films-especially
amongst the traditional Italian leisure class whose lives Antonioni
examines, since· they generally did have formal empluyment. They are
therefore more free. Antonioni's particular interest in women of this class is
due precisely to his feature of their lives, for his real concern is examining
what they do with that freedom. He suggests that while some women,
perhaps even the majority, strive desperately to find ways of denying their
freedom, a few women of particular strength remain resolutely faithful their
humanity. Such women assume the burden of that freedom which
Antonioni, like the existentialists, believes is an essential aspect of the
human constitution.
Antonioni's beliefs about the possible reactions to the demands of
sustaining the burdens of human freedom also inflect his conception of the
opposition between the individual and the mass. Antonioni's films of depict
the mass as a somnambulist herd, half oblivious of what is occurring
around them. The rock-and-roll audience, the pot-smokers of Blow-up and
the party -goers of L' avvenlura and La notte are all gaggles of
somnambulists. The idea of somnambulance appears explicitly in La notte:
on a staircase leading to the area where the sleepwalking party-goors have
congregated, Giovanni finds a copy of Hermann Blok's I Somnambuli (The
Sleepwalkers, a trilogy of novels whose theme, the problem of ethical
responsibility in a world in which the old values no longer apply, closely
resembles that of Antonioni's trilogy.) He later discovers it is Valentina,
the most aware person in the entire film who is reading it. (Testimony to
her awareness is her comment, "Last year I thought I was in love a boy. But
...perhaps I'm not normaL.perhaps I'll change, but each time I've tried to
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communicate with someone, love has disappeared." It is not the sort of
comment one would expect ever to come from any of the other people in
the film, except perhaps Lidia, or Giovanni, as a quote.) Several times in
the film, Antonioni shows us people falling asleep, waking, or complaining
of sleepiness or of lack of sleep. At one point, someone makes a comment
about "roses sleeping in the night." Even La'notte's central visual motif, a
stark contrast betwen dark and light, expounds this theme.
The motive for the constriction of consciousness implied in
Antoniorii's many references to the oblivion of sleep is the impulse to
escape the rigours of freedom. As technological society displaced the
traditional social order and traditional systems of morals, human conduct
escaped from the domineering control of moral standards. Humans became
freer to choose how they act. The creative task this newly acquired freedom
has imposed has proved too difficult for the mass of humanity to bear. So
people choose instead to allow either their animal drives and biological
urges or conventional and outmoded codes decide their behaviour. Or to
avoid the problem, they fa~l asleep. Only the spiritually hearty are can
individuate themselves4 successfully.
Those who deny their freedom deny their humanity, for they fail to act
on those desires through which'they might become more fully human. But
desires that are refused never dissappear completely; when denied, desires
simply hide away, only to surface in a grotesque and often violent form.
Sometimes these repressed desires lead men to engage in what Camus
terms Don Juanism, a continual adventurism that thrives on the exchange of
sexual partners. Sandro's personality, for example, contains an element of
Don Juanism; thus, when Claudia protests that his behaviour has changed
and so having sex with him seems like having sex with a stranger, he
replies that then their intercourse should seem like a new and exciting
adventure. In La nolle similarly, Giovanni is passed from Lidia, to the
nymphomaniac to Valentina to Resy (Maria-Theresa)
Most often, though, these repressed desires exert themselves in
distorted erotic forms. s Accordingly, the masses in L' avventura are so
hungry for human attention that they mob the pseudo-writer/prostitute
Gloria Perkins. But often, the interest in life is crushed and people become
bored, sullen and, even what ought to be life's delights become
unappealing, and even ugly. In II deserto rosso, Ugo and his friends engage
in unappealing casual sex and talk only half-interestedly about
aphrodisiacs. In La notte, Giovanni responds with a meagre half-interest to
the strip-show and to Resy.
Desires distorted by repression often become mingled with violence,
Antonioni shows. Lidia watches with evident erotic fascination while a
group of young and very good-looking toughs, one of them stripped to the
waste, engage in a fisticuff. The photographer in Blow-up, too, has
conflated erotic desire with violence for he. sometimes seems to approach
his model as a frenzied lover attacks his love object, and sometimes seem
to stalk her as a hunter does his prey. The entire plot of Blow-up turns on
two confusions of violence for love, one on the part of the photographer
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and one on the part of the murdered man. One of Antonioni's most skilfully
written dmlogues takes place when Patricia comes upstairs to find a forlorn
Thomas. Evidently, he feels horridly empty for he has only just discovered
that his 10ft had been broken into; he also has learned by now that what he
took to be a bit of love~making was actually a murder. Their extraordinary
conversation systematically interweaves references to love and violence.
The mess his studio/loft is in when arrives home portends violence. We
hear somebody enter downstairs but cannot see who it is. We naturally
assume that it is the culprit returning. Instead, Patricia enters and comes
upstairs, a serene and compassionate way about her. She looks so unhappy
that Thomas (who has just been robbed) sympathizes with her and asks:
Thomas: Do you ever think of leaving [your husband] ?
Patricia: No, I don't think so.
Thomas:1 saw a man killed this morning.
Patricia: Where? Was he shot?
Thomas: Sort of a park.
Patricia: Are you sure?
Thomas:He's still there.
Patricia: Who was he?
Thomas: Someone.
Patricia: How did it happen?
Thomas:1 don't know. I didn't see.
Patricia: [astonished] You didn't see?
Thomas:[wryly] No.
Patricia: Shouldn't you call the police?
Thomas: [pointing to the one still that the thieves did not take]
That's the body.
Patricia: Look's like one of Bill's paintings. [Now rather
helplessly] Will you help me? I don't know what to do.
[No reaction from him. She looks at the shot.] What is it?
Hmmmm. I wonder why they shot him.
Thomas:1 didn't ask.
Patricia: [Looks sadly at him, smiles, and then, reluctantly,
leaves.]
Artwork too, Antonioni suggests has also been subject to corruption by
the force of erotic desires. 6 The artist prince of L'avventura shows Giuliana
a room full of nudes painted in a very savage and decadent "modem" style
as a way of propositioning her. The idea that contemporary art has
substituted erotic arousal for moral expression is also a central theme of the
film Blow-up: the transformation which Thomas undergoes is from an
"aesthetic" (Le., according to the root meaning of the term "sensationalist")
mode of existence to a "moral "mode of exitence.
This distortion of one's erotic desires exacts a terrible toll on one's
inner· self, the toll of personal self-destruction. The scene that makes this
most clear is one that appears in the film La notte, involving a
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nymphomaniac. The intensity of her erotic drives has deranged the woman.
By placing her against a stark white wall, Antonioni reveals that her erotic
drives have become so overwhelmingly powerful that they have obliterated
the world. She'is, in a sense, the antithesis of Giuliana of II deserto rosso.
Both she and Guiliana search for what Levi-Bruhl refers to as participation
mystique; but whereas Giuliana's need is to merge with something outside
herself, to abandon her pained self and become united with the ecstatic
prelapsarian world, even to give up her lonely self and become the world,
the nymphomaniac longs to have her self absorb the whole of the world, to
have the entire world become one with her. Her sexuality, then, is not a
form of connection with the other, as Giulmna's is-or at least wants it to
be; rather, it is a form of self-stimulation. While Giuliana's plight is that
she attempts to escape from the world into a realm of otherness, the
nymphomaniac's is that she slips deeper and deeper into self-absorption.
Self and world have been so confounded in the nymphomaniac's sexual
experience that she discovers herself in a solipsistic hell. Her excessive
self-involvement has led in the end to the destruction of her self.
Furthermore, since the self is the domain of freedom, while the world is the
domain of determination, Giuliana suffers from too great a freedom while
the nymphomaniac submits too much to necessity. As Lidia, who knows
more than a little about the burden of caring unhappily remarks in an effort
to make sense of her husbands fascination with the nymphomanicac, "That
girl is the lucky one...because she is not responsible."
While a few people, like Guiliana and the nymphomaniac cope with
contemporary life by revitalizing more primitive forms of experience,
depression is a more prevalent even if less extreme consequence of the
pressures of technological society. Not only is Giuliana of II deserto rosso
depressive, Giovanni in La notte is as well. Depression is a result of
feelings of self-contempt that most often result from the reintemalization of
the contempt that one has projected on the world. This is the
psychodynamic that has produced Giovanni's personality structure. The
way in which he despises those who, like Resy, admire him reveals his selfcontempt. In psycho-analytic terms, this contempt has its origins in the
conflict between the superego and the id (and thus between a culturally
determined system of values and one's native instincts); Sandro has
internalized the values of the technological society, a value system that
condemns the very creativity that constitutes his real being, his true self.
Yet his identification with the superego leads him to despise himself.
.Another dynamic has a role in producing the depression that many of
Antonioni's leading characters exhibit; this one turns upon existential
factors-i.e., factors relating to our concrete existence in the world. The
misery of depressiOll experienced by many of Antonioni's characters arises
from their personal acquaintance with evil; an aspect of that acquaintance
involves recognition of the reality of evil in man. As Ricoeur shows
through the hermeneutical study of evil he conducts in Fallible Man,7 this
evil in humankind involves the recognition of fault (to use Ricoeur's own
term). One dimension of fault is the failure to realize one's possibilities.
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The chronic depression of certain of Antonioni's characters can be
understood as resulting from their failure to be self-creative, froni their
inability to accomplish their existential projects, in sum to be authentic, as
Sartre would have called it.
Ricoeur provides us with still another insight into the prevalence of
depresssion in suggesting that condition follows from our consciousness of
the human situation. Antonioni's films include much edenic imagery and
various sorts of imagistic allusions to the myth of th~ fall. Ricoeur explains
such images as "symbols." He argues that it is from symbols that thought
arises and that myths, such as the Adam myth, are narrative extensions of
symbols.S Symbols arise out of our concrete existence in the world and
have a double intentionality, for they apprehend both a life world that
already is given (he calls this the denotative dimension of a symbol) and
the structure of a particular consciousness that it helps to make (Ricoeur
refers to this as the oneiric or psychic dimension of a symbol). Hence
symbols have a dialectical nature for they have the capability of revealing
that there exists a reciprocity between self and the world. Symbols of evil
have the capacity to make manifest an evil that is present not only in the
world but also in the structure of consciousness itself.
Ricoeur's study of myths discloses to him that human fault and our
involvement in evil do not depend simply on the constitution and structure
of the will (that is, on the condition into whith we are born) but also on the
will's self-seduction (that is, upon our acts). Myths such as that of the fall
have the capacity of revealing that evil has a dialectical structure; they
show that humans generate the evil that they then discover to be out there
in the world. The recognition of humans' complicity in evil and the
servility of the will explains the chronic depression of the characters in
Antonioni's films.
Thus, many characters in Antonioni's fIlms are failures. Their sense of
failure distorts their sexuality, for they use sexuality in a compensatory
fashion. Antonioni relates sexual adventurism with the failure to express
oneself creatively. This relationship explains much of the behaviour and
many of the attitudes of the male protagonists of the trilogy-for example,
Giovanni's attraction to the nymphomaniac, his desire to visit the striptease
show and his annoyance with Lidia when she attempts to distract him from
the show. The intellectual Riccardo of L' ec/isse uses erotic attachments to
brake on his exe;essively solitary self-explorations. The
architect/philanderer Sandro of L' avventura has abandoned creative work,
to work instead as a cost.estimator (so as to assure himself a higher
income.) One scene is particularly revealing of the dynamics that underlie
his behaviour. It begins with him going out for a walk around the piazza in
some city in Southern Italy; the architecture of a bygone era seems to strike
some long-forgotten chord in him and to arouse alonging for a past that is
richer and more fanciful than the dreary present in which he lives and that,
as an architect/cost-estimator, he plays a role in designing-and, more
personally, a past that had greater weight and meaning (a time when he
might stay up all night arguing ideas, as he hints at one point) than his
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present occupation affords. In response, seemingly, he goes to visit a
museum, but finds it has been closed due to the improprieties practised by
more up-to-date touristing Northern Italians who, as a local explained, wore
bikinis. Thwarted in his efforts to revisit the past, he leaves and continues
his walk. He sees a group of school boys who obviously exert some-lure of
regression upon him, for he instinctively falls into step with them. He
leaves them, then notices an architectural drawing detailing a doorway, he
scrutinizes it carefully, perhaps recalling that as a young architecture
student, he had made many such sketches. Then something happens, some
feeling that he has had comes to a head and he spills abottIe of ink over the
drawing. He then goes back to the hotel.
He takes one last look out of window of this hotel room and examines
the details of the ancient architecture for which Southern Italy is sofamous.
What one surmises he feels is complex, but it involves an anger over his
betrayal of his creative powers, a resentment that society now affords fewer
opportunities for one to make an enduring statement than it did at the time
these buildings were built, and humiliation and frustration at his lack of
creative fulfilment. He then turns on Claudia as a way of compensating for
these feelings and takes her with the force of a sexual attack.9
When later he [mds himself too powerless to refuse Ettore's demands
and once more concedes his creativity for pay, he takes the pseudowriter/prostitute Gloria Perkins similarly, as a form of compensation. And
likewise, even though one suspects that the desire that Giovanni har~ours
for Valentina is 100 enervated to be acted upon, one recognizes the pnmary
reason for the attraction: an affair would distract from his growing
recognition of what he has sacrificed to become a star in the
literary firmament.
It is not just the potentially creative, though, who use sex as a form of
compensation. The unemployed men of Sicily gather around <?laudia and
engage in the very unlovely Sicilian custom
gallismo. ~errp~datory
behaviour, too, is a means of compensatlllg for theIr feehngs of
wortWessness that derive from their class position)O
In their failures, Antonioni's would-be creators bear the scars of
modernity, of technology's scanting of the human dimension of exi~tence.
But technology does more than diminish the human dimenSIOn of
existence' it also deforms, and even displaces nature. The room in which
Sandro, the male lead in L' avventura, lives offers a clear example. Like his
very life, it is in disarray. It is filled with the mathematical instruments that
architects use. From the vantage point from which we first see the room,
there appears to be no window out onto the natural world. Only a single
simulacrum of nature, an image of waves, hints in any way of the presence
of the anything other that a man-~ade environment. .one c~uld easi~y be
reminded of the set of Beckett s Endgame that IS furmshed WIth a
wheelchair, two dustbins, a picture that hangs face to the wall, a telescope
and a whistle. Similarly, in the La notte, Giovanni sullenly allows the
experience of a similacrum of nature (in the form of a caricature of
primitive life at the contortionist/striptease show) to substitute for the real
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connection to the life-force, while in L' eclisse Vittoria 'performs an
imitation of an African dance (presumably in reaction to Piero's
pathologically hypercivilized character.) Again, at the conclusion of
notte a sandtrap similicrum of nature displaces the real nature referred to In
Lidia's letter and heard on the sound-track as wind. And in Zabriskie Point,
Daria dresses in an imitation of Native American clothing, and her decision
to blow apart the house on the desert is partly in response to meeting a real
Native American on the stairway up to businessmen's meeting room, an
experience that made her painfully aware not only of civilization's
destructive character but also of the illusions she used to conceal (the truth
about her real natUre from herself.)
Because they are aware that the realm of nature constitutes a horizon
that is quickly receding from the new world of technology, the more
sensitive of Antonioni's characters feel strongly the appeal of a return to
nature. Perhaps it is Giuliana who feels the temptation most strongly. The
ecstatic episode that the young Giuliana experienced on the Sardinian
beach involved the discovery that the human body and nature shared the
same forms and colours. What she discovered in that paradisiacal moment
was the bliss of feeling the undifferentiated unity between the human and
the natural realm. This experience has marked her indelibly, leaving her
with a permanent longing for nature so great that whenever she encounters
it, even in the form of the fruit and vegetables on a street-vendor's stall,her
mind is dazed. The scene strongly recalls one in L' avventura in which
Claudia delightedly accepts a piece of fruit from a sailor. In La notte,
similarly, Lidia wears a floral-print dress to the party and seeks out the
garden while Valentina is fascinated by the wind in the trees. Vittoria of
L' eclisse carefully observes the trees strirring outside one of the windows
of her flat; the image of wind stirring leaves suggests instability and
transience, and the women who pay attention to the phenomenon seem to
be reconciled with the fact that life in nature is characterized by
these features) I
Civilization is not just split from nature in Antonioni's world-picture, it
is actually at odds with it. The traffic-jam that entangles the characters of
La notte near the opening of that film suggests a "civilization" that has
turned again "nature." In that film, too, even the outskirts of the city
(shown to us when Giovanni and Lidia visit their old haunts) are a modem
zone of desolation, in which nature has been attacked and destroyed by
civilization. While throughout his early films, Antonioni presented images
of old buildings being destroyed to make way for new and invariably more
prison-like buildings, by the time he came to make Blow-up, he was
depicting such demolition as an outright act of violence perpetrated by the
new against the old. Admittedly, even that film has images, like that of the
grey-robed nuns and beef-eaters, which present the old simply as
incongruous with the new. But sometimes the film suggests a more open
hostility, as in the scene in which Thomas runs his automobile at the group
of Africans dressed in native costumes. That act is an expression of
resentment on the part of an aspect of Thomas that has been slighted. Such
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imagery can be considered as the antithesis of those suggesting the
attraction of the repressed. 12
Other Antonioni mm contain images that reveal a fear of the primitive
world that civilization represses. In L'awentura, Anna starts with fright
when she hears the name of the islands that are the boaters' destination,
since their name is that of a fish, Le., a primitive life-form,!3 This reference
prompts her a few moments later to act out an incident in which she is
terrorized by a shark-that the cutting identifies as Sandro. 14 Similarly, in
Il deserto rosso Guiliana admits to Corrado that she, too, is terrified by fish.
A number of the polarities that I set out at the beginning of this paper
are oppositions between what in broad terms can be conceived as instinct
and order. The conflict in Zabriskie Point between the hippy/radicals on the
one hand and the military/capitalist establishment on the other, for
example, can be understood in this way: like Thomas of Blow-up, the hippy
Daria and the radical Mark submit to the lure of the repressed while the
"establishment" (Le., the representatives of the social order) acts on the
impulses those repressive forces provide. If one simply casts the conflict
between instinct and order in psychoanalytic terms, one generates· the form
of the central conflict of Il deserto tosso, that between the superego and
the id.
Several pairs of opposites also suggest the conflict between the human
world and the world of things. Many of Antonioni's characters find
themselves in a fallen world, a world of objects that lack for human
significance. The fall that has brought them into the world of inhuman
objectivity is a two-fold process. In the first place, there is a fall into
otherness. As a result of this process the objects of the material world come
to appear intractably and irredeemably alien. This process makes their form
essentially inhuman. The human condition in the face of this alien realm is
the condition which Heidegger refers to by the term "facticity"; we find
ourselves thrown into a world indifferent to human aspirations;
consequently, our imperative is that of building a home for the human
spirit, a place with a human form. IS
The second aspect of the process is the fall into technologism.
Antonioni associates this with the destruction of the natural world's unity.
The technological world is a sundered world, a world of discrete
particulars. Several Antonioni films incorporate a visual motif of fracture.
Perhaps the single most striking instance is found in L' eclisse. It occurs ~n
scene that begins with the hubbub of the Stock Exchange; the frenettc
cacophony is interrupted by voice over a loudspeaker announcing the d~th
of one of the brokers (not insignificantly in a motoring accident.) The VOlce
asks for a minute of silence. Vittoria and Piero fmd themselves on either
side of an enormous pillar that occupies most of the centre of the screen
and, clearly, threatens to divide them, for they insist on attempti.ng.~o
communicate around it. However, it is II deserto rosso that Antomom s
insistent use of the motif reaches its apogee for in that film almost every
image contains some form that rends the image into separate parts.
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Antonioni relies on this ,motif to reveal the sundered character of the
world in which we, twentieth-century human bemgs, live. But is not just
the world that is sundered, Antonioni suggests; the structure of experience
is as well. To put the matter in Husserlian terms, it is not only of the
intentional object (the noema) that is sundered,but also the transcendental
subject (and so the noematic relation itself). It is, likely, to foreground this
subjectivity of the sundered realm that Antonioni chose a schizophrenic as
. the central character of Il deserto rosso. By that choice, he drew attention
to the experiential dimension and made it evident that his intention was not
only to reveal the shattered state of the world itself, but also to disclose the
fractured state of modem consciousness. The choice makes clear he that he
wished to show us how humans of the twentieth-century experience. Thisis
the reason, too, why he has used many point-of-view shots in his films, and
many shots that can well be characterized as modified point-of-view
shots-shots in which the camera is placed behind a character's head and
so includes his or her field of vision. One of the most forceful uses of such
shots appears in L' eclisse, early in the film in the scene of Riccardo and
Vittoria breaking-up. The camera, strikingly, is placed behind first one,
then the other, so that each is seen in tum directly over top of the others
head. The use of point-of-view and modified point-of~view shots in fact is
one of the most prevalent attributes of Antonioni's film style. I venture to
offer the conjecture that if a researcher were do a quantitive analysis of
Antonioni's film style, he or she would discover that point-of-view shots
and modified point-of-view shots together make up a highter portion of the
shots in film that is typical even in films of this period and that dose-up
shots of character's faces (another signifier of subjectivity) are considerably
more frequent than is typically the case. Indeed, I would speculate (without
ever having done the real work) that they are more frequent that in almost
any films except Bergman's of the late 1960's and early 1970's, especially
The Passion.
Giuliana's schizophrenia has yet another significance. Antonioni uses
it to disclose the fundamental madness of the way we divide and categorize
experiences. John Vernon has written illuminatingly about the way in
which certain of our myths, particularly the myth of Eden, expose a kind of
madness underlying our modes of experience.l 6 He suggests that the
images of division and fragmentation of the world outside the garden do
more than signify the world's ontological division into discrete particulars,
they also emblemize the dualism whose principle of contradiction lies at
the heart of the Western conception of reality and Western civilization
whose essence now has become technology,17 Applying Vernon's notions
to Ii deserto rosso, the unity experienced by the girl of the'Sardinian beach
scene is not the unity of an ontological realm that underlies the world of
particulars, but the unity the experiencing subject for herself, that is, the
unity of her being in this transcendental experience. The unity she
discovered there is that of a totalistic mode of experiencing that involves no
dichotomizations, no application of the principle of contradiction.
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This experience had so great an impact on Giuliana that it has affected
her mode of apprehending the world permanently, making it emotional
rather than rational. She apprehends the world in a totalistic and
undifferentiated manner, for that is how affective relations disclose the
world. As she states at one point in the film, the doctors (i.e individuals
whose mode of thinking is rational and scientific) tried to teach her to love
this or that particular thing while she wanted to love all things.
Vernon suggests that a paradigm for this holistic mode of experience is
the pre-reflective experience we have of the integrated functioning of the
body's various parts. iS Guiliana points to exactly this form of experience
when, while recounting to her son Valerio the story of what happened to
her on the beach in Sardinia, she states that the rocks assumed human
forms; in saying this, she reveals that in this ecstatic moment, she reverted
to a pre-reflective mode of cognition in which the integrated functioning of
the body's various parts is taken as the very basis for ,the very sense of
unity and so for all experiences of unity.
. The development of a rational and dualistic mode of cognition
represents a fall from the holistic mode of experience. Amongst the
divisions it makes is that between self and other. The anxiety which
Giuliana experiences about sexual activity and eating rehearse the trauma
that attends the development of the gulf that has come to separate self from
other, the realm of 'me' from the realm of 'not-me'. For although both
these acts appear to rational consciousness to be integrative, they
nonetheless are acts that synthesize previously differentiated objects and, in
a fashion, overcome the opposition between them (male and female, self
and other). Since they depend up differentiation, they reveal the fallen state
of both the world and humanity. It is her recognition that division is
implicated in even the most integrative of experiences that condemns
Giuliana to her brutal suffering and assures that her suffering can never
be alleviated.
Vernon's image for the spatial form of this mode of cognition is the
map. The map represents a space that is organized systematically. Spaces
on the map do not overlap, and their contents never merge; they exist in
radical discreteness. Furthermore, in this mode of cognition, the body and
space are not experienced as co-extensive as they are in the pre-reflexive
mode of cognition; rather, the body is experienced as fitting into the map.
The body is one thing, space is another, and the body has to locate itself in
an alien space, in a space that is other-than-body. The pre-reflexive
experience of embodiment, through which the wholeness of the body and
the world is apprehended-an aspect of pre-reflexive experience that
Merleau-Ponty has shown is vitally important-is replaced with a different
mode of experience in which the self and the world are experienced as
mutually "other."
.
Thus, the statement Guiliana makes as she looks at the map: "There must
.be some place I could be happy" is ultimately a tragic one. The very fact
that she has attained a mode of cognition that would lead her to look for
space into which her body can be fitted implies that there is no possibility
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of recovering that primal happiness that is the only fonn of happiness she
knows. The very fact that she has already developed a mode of
consciousness that leads her to search for a space into which ~he will. fit
condemns her search as impossible.
Once the totalistic mode of apprehending the world has shattered, there
is, Antonioni suggests, no return except through a self-destructive
regression or through madness. Once one has developed this mode of
experience, one must, to preserve one's humanity, proceed forward and
accept the condition of individuation. Giuliana, for example, attains a
degree of stability only when she admits her ontological solitude (when she
tells the Turkish sailor, "I prick my finger, you don't feel the pain") and
comes to accept the uniqueness of her life (when she states, "I have to think
that everything that happens to me is my life.") Lidia embarks on the same
task of individuation when she separates herself from Giovanni, leaves the
book-launch party, and strikes out on her own. When she does so, she
recaptures, at least momentarily, a childlike felicity.
Only a few accept this task of individuation. Most evade the task,
trying, for example, to fmd a place congenial to the human spirit. Some of
these characters move here and there, hoping that somewhere they will find
a place where they might feel they belong. The antique/junk shop owner of
Blow-up who wants to go to Tibet or Morocco and the workers of II deserto
rosso who contemplate moving to Argentina where they hope they might
find bare-breasted natives give expression to the same unconscious
motivation. Others, like Mark of the film 'Zabriskie Point or, for that matter,
Giuliana of Il deserto rosso use erotic activity in an attempt to recreate the
primal state of unity. (She does so desperately for she senses that the effort
is doomed. to failure-this is a reason for her panic-yet she also
recognizes that life provides no better means of achieving what she so
badly needs.) Still others attempt to construct an edenic world in the
imagination, to recapture in their feelings and imagination the texture and
quality of the world as it was before the fall. This, to be sure, is the primary
means used by Guiliana, but it is also the means used by the reporter Locke
and the young hippy Daria. The frivolity of the pool-scene in La notte
suggests the same attempt to recapture a happier past; it as though as soon
as the rain begins to fall, some remembered felicity erupts in consciousness
of the party-goers, and drawn by the lure of childhood joy, they doff off (or
don't) and splash into the pool. The prevalence of edenic imagery in
Antonioni's films (and particularly his later films) testifies to the common
longing to return to a more felicitous past.
What these means of evasion have in common is their refusal to accept
the world on its own terms, their refusal to submit to its demands. They all
are attempts at recovering the primacy of the imaginative and creatively
free dimension of human existence. Even the episode involving Valentina's
checkerboard game demonstates in its own small way the human
importance of the maintaining the child's ability to deny the imposition of
an inhumane order, for play is the child's way of refusing to accept the
world in its sheer givenness and of attempting to transform the world·
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through imagination. Thus, when asked about the authority for the rules of
the game, she responds ingenuously, "I onlyjust invented it [the game]."
In keeping with the dichotomizing cast of Antonioni's mind, each of
evasions of reality's necessity has an opposite, an opposite that involves the
total submission to necessity and the refusal to engage in the processes of
imaginative construction. Characters who submit to these demands either
become like those whom Kierkegaard refers to as philistines, taking
excessive pleasure in the senses and in carnal sex (which avows the failure
of our hopeful belief in lovemaking's integrative powers.) or become
"sleepwalkers" oblivious of everything around them. All Antonioni's films
have characters of both sorts.
The choice to adopt either of these alternatives is fraught with
difficulties. To refuse to accept the alien· world of matter is to refuse the
only world one is given. The sale way ofeffectively achieving this goal is
to go mad, as Giuliana does.l 9 Yet to acx;ept the world as it is given, is to
accept an order so inhumane that it assures one can never acheive any
happiness, any peace, any salvation. And if both these alternatives is
fraught with difficulities, so too is the attempt to strike a balance20 between
them, forreasons we shall soon explore. Neither the middle way, nor either
of the alternatives to iUs viable; it would seem then that there is no
alternative, no route to salvation.
It is owing to their having this struCture that Antonioni's works are
tragedies. For Antonioni's protagonists,like the protagonists in classical
tragedies are caught in a dilemma from which they cannot escape.
Hippolytus in the Euripidean drama is caught between the conflicting
demands of the two goddesses to whom he owes allegiance; the one
goddess, Artemis, demands chastity while the other, Athena, erotic activity.
Obviously these two demands cannot be reconciled. For what could
possibly a middle course in this situation possibly be? Should Hippolytus
aim at a promiscuous chasteness or a chaste promiscuity? Obviously, the
notion of a middle way lacks relevance here. It is precisely the fact that
here is no middle way that defmes Hippolytus' situation as tragic. 21
A person can choose to submit to the demands of one or the other parts
of his/her constitution, or can attempt to reconcile the two demands. Either
chOICe is doomed to failure; the first, because it slights the needs of an
opposite part of the human constitution, the second, because it attempts to
reconcile demands that are inherently irreconcilable. One's existential
choice, then, is between a life that perpetually frustrates the demands of a
part of the human constitution or a life thatis perpetually conflicted. Our
lot is therefore an irredeemably tragic one.
Thus in La notte, Giovanni's choice is to be doomed to irrelevence by
today's commercial world, or success at the cost of his creativity. There is
simply no way to be an honest creator in so fallen a world; like any creative
person in today's world, Giovanni can remain loyal to his creative instincts,
in which case he will render himself irrelevent, or he can be successful but
dishonest, but he cannot be both successful and artistically honest. As
Pontano remarks to the industrialist Gherardini-"Today a writer asks
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himself all the time if his vocation isn't a reflex that is-irrepressible,
certain~y, but almost anachronistic... You industrialists have the advantage
of constructing your stories with real people, real houses, real towns. The
rhythm of life and even time are in your hands." Lest we conclude that
Giovanni is threatened with becoming aware of his plight, Lidia puts the
remark in context. "It's been a particularly bad day," she notes dryly. It all
makes us aware of just how extreme are Giovanni's efforts at repression.
Antonioni's work doubles this tragedy with another, the tragedy of
awareness. Allegiance to one or the other worlds of Antonioni's films, to
either the human world or the "material-technological world," constricts
one's awareness of the other. Giuliana offl deserto rosso is unable to "see"
the technological world (throughout the film, her vision of this world is as
unfocussed and blurred) while the photographer Thomas of Blow-up is
unable to "see" the world of human affairs (he looks at it through his
camera but he does not understand it). Giovanni Pontano denies the basic
human truth, death, and so dishonestly tells his friend Tommaso, whom he
visits in hospital, that he will recover. Giovanni is unable to recognize this
human truth that we are all transient because he is too involved in the world
of success and fame; this is what makes the fact he has entitled his new
book La Stagione (The Season) so ironic. This constriction of his
consciousness also explains why he fail to understand Lidia's advances to
him, and does not act on them. And in the early part of the fIlm, even Lidia
is unable to confront death. Throughout the scene with them visiting the
hospital, she looks uneasy, and she and Giovanni avoid contact Tommaso
as well as with each other. When Tomasso experiences a stab of pain she
all-too-quickly offers to get a nurse, making evident her real wish is to get
away from the spectacle of a man dying. In cases like Lidia's, Thomas and
Claudia's, the initial limitation of awareness restricts the character's ability
to understand and to deal with the demands of the opposing realm. And so,
when the opposite universe erupts into theirs, these characters are
nearly devastated.
Though our tragic lot is determined by our very constitution, Antonioni
suggests that modem developments have exacerbated our tragic situation.
In the past, religion provided a home for the spirit. 22 The disintegration of
institutional religion23 has left it without a home. If we are to have a home
for our "higher" facilities, therefore, we have to undertake the task of
building one for ourselves;24 we cannot look to religion to provide it for us.
In today's world each individual must take on thee task of constructing
a home for the spirit, for such a place is no longer provided by one's
society. This task is an extremely hard one, and one at which many fail.
Many refuse even to attempt anything so frighteningly difficult and· instead
revert to satisfying the pleasures of the body, as the pot-smokers in Blowup and the party-goers in La notte testify. But such people, are ultimately
destroyed precisely because they ignore or refuse the demands of their
higher faculties.
An understanding of this tragic dimension of existence can be
constructed in other terms and it is these tenns towards which Antonioni
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moves in his later work.25 Heidegger in "The Origin of The Work of Art
speaks of two fields of being, World and Earth. World comprises all
conscious beings and all those beings that are consciousness manipulates
for its own purposes. Its will is to master and to control the earth. It seeks to
assimilate the earth by making the earth knowable to consciousness. That
which it cannot understand it seeks to destroy.
Earth, on the other hand is (or more precisely, is understood by World
to be) the ensemble of beings that are material. Unconscious instinct drives
Earth. It, too, is self-aggrandizing.and wants to return the World to the state
of Earth. Finally, it is inscrutable to World.
Not the least troubling aspect of this conception is that the distinction
between World and Earth is not an absolute knife-cut distinction as the
distinction between nature· and civilization generally is understood·to· be,
i;e., it does not neatly categorize every object that exists as belonging
exclusively to one of these domains. In fact, everything that exists belongs
to both domains. For, everything that exists is made of material that comes
from the Earth and operates according to the laws of nature (the Earthly
laws) and yet, by virtue of having become an object that serves conscious
purposes, has fallen under the control of the World's imperialistic impulses.
Everything that exists operates according to the laws of whatever
domain to which it belongs, Earth or World. But everything belongs to both
domains. Everything, therefore, must operate according to both sets of
laws. These two sets of laws are mutually contradictory. Accordingly, they
place conflicting demands on all existents - sets of demands that cannot
.
both be met simultaneously.
The world-picture that emerges in Heidegger's later writings, then, is
one of inevitable striving, terminating in disaster. This is the very picture
that presented by many of Antonioni's films, but particularly Zabriskie
Point. There, the imperialistic forces of World (emblemized by Los
Angeles) run up against the aggrandizing power of Earth (emblemized by
Zabriskie Point). Throughout that film, there is evidence of the entire field
of beings responding to both forces; the signs in Los Angeles (which
represent the World) refer to food (which comes from and belongs
primarily to Earth), while tourists' vans (standing for the World) flood into
Zabriskie Point (the emblem of the Earth); the plane (a product of the
World) is turned into to a giant pterydactyl (and thus is returned to the
Earth) while desert villages (whose inhabitants belong primarily to the
Earth) are invaded by the city (whose inhabitants belong primarily to the
World). Phoenix itself is the paradigm of the conflict between Earth and
World - a city that, because it is built in the desert, forever will have to
struggle for its existence against the forces of Earth that contimially will
attempt to reclaim it.
While all Antonioni's fIlms have the structure of tragedy, the centrality
of this tragic vision is most evident in Il deserto rosso. That film is a matrix
of tightly interwoven elements, the central one of which is the Sardinian
beach scene.26 This scene, a scene'of paradise as it was before the fallsingular, holistic, unconflicted-moves through three stages. In the first
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stage, the girl is utterly self-sufficient, totally self-contained in her world.
(This part of the film could be understood in Freudian terms as
reconstructing the oceanic state, a state in which infants conceive of the
world and themselves as an undifferentiated unity.)The appearance of the
sailing ship represents the intrusion of the Other into this universe and so
the fall from an undifferentiated state of being into a state of
particularization. The girl's recognition that the landscape and her body
share the same form marks the beginning of the third phase, the ph~e in
which she recognizes that a mysterious uniuty subsumes the differences
between all particulars.
The reasons for the painfulness of Giuliana's existence are all to be
found in this scene. She is bound by the recollection of this paradisiacal
experience and so her constant effort is to re~onstruct the blissful
experience of undifferentiation. Accordingly, she refuses to accept
.the more limited gratification olfered by a world composed of
discrete particulars.
An aspect of the tragic character of Giuliana's existence is that while
this vision of undifferentiation is the source of her pain, it is also the source
of that which is the best in her, for it is the origin of her empathetic relation
with all things and so of her profound humanity. For her to forsake this
vision would therefore be to slight that which is most human in her. At the
same time, however, she is condemned to live in a s!lndered world. To
submit to the lure of her vision of unity would be to take flight from the
actual conditions of her existence-to become psychotic. Sheis then "in a
bind". Not to remain loyal to her vision would to slight, that which, in its
humaneness, is most valuable to her; to remain loyal to it is to refuse the
demands of reality..She can, of course, live happily with neither choice.
Neither is any reconciliation of these two possibilities for there is no
compromise, QO middle way, between unity and duality.
Many scenes in the film make reference to this central scene. The
trauma elicited by Corrado's visit to Giuliana's shop on the Via Allighere
reworks the trauma of the intrusion of "The Other" into the child's world,
while the lovemaking scene in Corrado's hotel room not only reconstructs
the pattern of the Sardinian beach scene (for it, too, has three distinct
phases) but even incorporates elements from the earlier scene. The sounds
of the legs moving in the sheets are similar to the sounds of waves breaking
on the shore, while, progressively through the course of the lovemaking the
room takes on the coral, flesh-like tones of the rocks. All these features
indicate how central the vision of tragedy is to Antonioni's work.27
The same tragic structure found in Zabriskie Point and Il deserto rosso
can be found in almost any of Antonioni's films. Claudia of L' avventura~
too, is a tragic hero, tom between the poles of her love for Sandro and her
wish to remain honourable by maintaining her loyalty to her friend Anna.
To submit to her desire to redeem Sandro from his suffering and to act on
her love for him would be to betray her friend. On the other hand to remain
loyal to Anna would be slight Sandro's needs that her love for him have
made so undeniably important to her. Lidia of La nolle is tom between her
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compassion for Giovanni and her understanding that her relationship with
him is restricting her by confining her to an inauthentic mode of existence.
The quandry Lidia finds herself in at the conclusion of the film arises from
new-found understanding of the limitations of her mode of exitence. This
heightened awareness leaves her with a very troubling, and indeed
unresolvable question. Should she attenpt to become authentic-something
that she can do only by individuating herself, and to individuate herself she
would have to deny her love for Sandro and forsake him-or should she
should act on that love and deny her needs for individuation?
Undergirding Antonioni's view of the tragedy of human existence is
the belief that none of opposites we have discussed (male and female, the
individual and the group) is absolute. Each needs the complement of the
other. Yet, although the reconciliation of opposites is necessary in order to
become more fully human, it is impossible to achieve. The very nature of
the opposites as opposites prevents this from occurring. For example, to be
truly human is to be an individual. To be truly an individual is to be an
outsider, to refuse to submit to the pressures of the group, for by allowing
oneself to become a Being-with-others, one sacrifices the conditions 'that
are necessary to individuate oneself-i.e., the very conditions necessary for
becoming fully human. Yet one also needs others to become a real person.
No reconciliation between the individual and the group is, therefore,
possible, for in becoming part of group, one sacrifices that solitariness that
is requisite to becoming a true individual; yet one cannot become truly an
inidividual, truly human without experiencing the ties that bind him or her
to others.
This, I have argued, is the essential form of the classical tragedy. In the
tragic form Antonioni develops, this "double bind" is knotted with another.
I stated earlier that Antonioni's work frequently suggests that the collapse
of the religious world-view led to a loss of the sense of the eternal and that
temporality has therefore become the horizon of the modern person's
consciousness. But Antonioni's view of time is more radical than this
comment suggests, for he seems to believe that the acceleration in rate of
social change that modem humanity has experienced has destroyed our
sense of historical continuity, with the consequence that people have come
to see their lives not just as contained within sharply defined boundaries,
but also to see their time as merely a succession of discrete moments within
those boundaries. This is the meaning of the pursuit of immediate
pleasu~ugs,sex and rock-and-roll.
Heidegger and the existentialists pointed out that this form of
temporality constitutes a somewhat paradoxical structure of existence.
Coming to understand life as existing within temporal boundaries is coming
to understand it as Being-towards-death. At the same time, coming to
consider life as series of discrete moments brings forth the possibility of the
regeneration of life with every moment. This potential for regeneration the
existentialists viewed as the condition for that intensity of experience that
defines authentic existence. This new sense of time, then, is at once
destructive and creative.
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In a sense, the lack of an absolute and the continual demand on
individuals to regenerate life's intensity constitutes an absolute. In the
tragic drama of existence Antonioni and the existentialists frequently
portrayed, these features served much the same function as did the absblute
in classical drama for they imposed an inescapable demand upon people to
which they can never measure up. Moreover, like the demands of the
absolute in classiCal drama, these demands were not endowed with any
ultimate reason. They destroyed people because they are stronger, and
that is all.
The narrative structures of Antonioni's later films (from L'avventura
onwards) are notoriously "loose"; the connections amongst the events in
the plot seem tenuous, ambiguous, sometimes uncertain. This feature of his
work, as is well-known, was the reason why his films were jeered when
they were first shown and the grounds for many film-critics condemnation
of them. The blather of the professors of movies of the time had it that it
Antonioni's films, the narrative for had become so "inconse,quential" that it
had finally gone abstract. In this much, at least, they were (almost) right:
Antonioni's narratives do have the characteristics of narratives that
Seymour Chatman (in Story and Discourse ), labels contingent. 28 The
events in a contigent narrative, like those of a consequential narrative are
sequential (this seems demanded by the character of narrative itself),but
unlike those·of consequential narrative, are not all causally related one to
another. One of the attributes of the contingent narrative is that the ligature
between scene and scene is loosened considerably as the causal relation
between them is weakened. This means that Antonioni is able to include
scenes that -seem almost accidental or incidental. He often emphasizes the
seeminly accidental character of the relation between scenes by-introducing
new scenes with a hard cut. The impression that some series of scenes
might be only accidentally or incidentally related contributes to
Antonioni's freedom to use scenes that unfold in real time. This is because
the lack of a narrative armature tends to focus attention of the presentness
of the scene.29 The indeterminant is allowed in, for the form of the work is
free of the demands of narrative economy. And this allows for events to
take as long to occur in the film as they do in reality.
What interests me in this is the phenomenological effects this has.
Primary among these effects is to make of time (especially present time)
something almost palpable. .
.
Antonioni's motivation for the use of this such narratives is a
conviction that he shares with the existential phenomenologists, that
temporality is the horizon of experience of modem humanity. Because of
this feature of his films, time in them often seems (speaking hardly at all
figuratively) void, empty. The relation of this to the existentialists' interest
in Nothingness can pass without.comment.
Antonioni's films portray people (more often than not males,
especially those engaged in creative vocations) as suffering from the
severity of time's demands to recreate life's intensity anew with every
moment. They are incapable of sustaining that constant effort of will that
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the task of continual renewal of one's self-definition demands.
Consequently, for them life lacks the intensity it could possess. They are
-sullen, bored, without will. Like -the fallen heroes of classical tragedy, they
have been measured against the absolute and have been found wanting, but
unlike those heroes they were defeated, not destroyed. Thus, the abstract
paintings on the wall of the intellectual Riccardo's apartment in L' eclisse
hint at a denial of reality, and Riccardo, like Giovanni, will not admit that
.things have changed between hime!f and his lover, or come to grips with
what is happening to them. At the other end of the spectrum are others, like
Lidia in La notte, who acknowledge the demands of time, and suffer
grievously for it. That Lidia realizes that change is the only constant is
evident from a piece of behaviour; when Giovanni and she visit the
courtyard of a building they used to visit when they were young, he
comments, "It all looks unchanged." Lidia looks hard at him, then remarks
that "it will, and soon."30 The two -of them then walk across a railway line
grown over with weeds; Giovanni remarks that when they used to come to
this spot, the railway was still in use.
Does Antonioni's view of time and human existence imply that he
believes that human life is beyond any sort ofredemption? In a sense, it
does. However, Antonioni does propose a kind of salvation. This salvation
consists not in achieving peace and happiness, not in moving beyond
anxiety and despair, but in achieving a certain mode of Being, an
authentic mode.
But becoming individuated is a condition for becoming authentic. So
all Antonioni's later films are'stories about achieving, or failing to achieve,
individuation. Lidia of Lanoue, Giuliana of II deserto rosso and the
photographer Thomas of Blow-up are all obvious examples of people who
strive to achieve this state; Locke of The Passenger is a person who refuses
this quest in such a botched fashion that he ruins himself.
Always, the struggle for individuation is a very .painful process. The
tired and troubled expression which Jeanne Moreau wears throughout La
notte, for example, speaks volumes about the pain that arises from this
struggle. Giuliana's troubles can be understood in similar terms, for her
struggle is to overcome the lore of regressing into a state of primal unity, to
break the bonds of a psychosis that bind her to the past, and to achieve a
state of individual selfhood.
The extreme importance which Giuliana attaches to developing sense
of her self-hood emerges in the scene in which the revelling orgiasts
discuss whether, and when, a blast of a ship's whistle occurred. Itjs.Lidia
who first refers to the sound, revealing that she heard it but the pressure of
_the male group her later deny that she did. Ugo, too, heard the whistle (for
at one point in the discussion, he correctly identifies the time of its
occurrence); nonetheless he dismisses the argument as one of little
consequence. Others deny ever having heard the whistle at all. Only
Giuliana retains a stalward, unswerving loyalty to her perception of the
event, a loyalty that can be accounted for only by the value that she
attaches to her individual perceptions, or, by extension, to
her individuality)l
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In Antonioni's films, a confrontation with death provides the impulse
towards individuation. Our society conspires to deny us the experience of
confronting death. That is why in La notte, Tommaso, the dying friend
whom Lidia and Giovanni visit in hospital, is drugged and that is why
Giovanni offers him the perfunctorily dishonest platitude that he is going
to recover.32
'
,
In the major films, all the characters who struggle toward individuation
are characters who have confronted death: Claudia of L' avventura is faced
with Anna's possible death, Lidia ofLa notte with Tommaso's; Giuliana of
Il deserto rosso with her attempted suicide; Thomas, the photographer of
Blow-up with the murder of the stranger in the park; Daria of Zabriskie
. Point with the report of death of her lover Mark; and Locke of The
Passenger with the discovery of the body of his friend in his hotel room. In
every case, the character who has confronted death undergoes
a transformation.
Antonioni's understanding of the potential of the confrontation with
death to transform one's life bears a sharp resemblance to an aspect of
Heidegger's thought. The confrontation with death, Heidegger explains,
prompts the experience of dread. Dread, Heidegger states, is a unique sort
of mood because, unlike other moods, it lacks any intensional object; while
one is happy about something or fears something, what prompts dread is
exactly nothing, or, more precisely, the recognition of the 'possibility of our
own nothingness, i.e., non-being. Dread then, has the capacity to lift us out
of the state of being excessively involved with the world'of existents, with
the world of objects and of everyday concerns. It has the power to lift out
of the state of fallenness. It discloses non-Being, and in doing so, makes·us
aware of the possibility of our non-existence. In revealing the possibility of
our non-exitence, it makes us aware of the boundaries of existence. It thus
brings us to an awareness of that essential fact about existence in general
and, more importantly, about our own exitence in particular, that it
is temporal.
Death is solitary experience. One does not experience just any death,
but his or her own death. It is not just that there is death in nature that is
troubling, but that a death is my death. My death (not death-in-general, but
my death) is a profoundly personal experience. Accordingly, to confront the
deepest truth about death has the capacity to lift one out of "mass
existence," to change one so that one longer lives out one's time with the
toipor of the crowd and to make one a true a individual. Antonioni uses the
contrast between Giovanni and Lidia to protray this difference between the
person who turns away from death and the person who confronts it. Even
though he is a writer, Giovanni not truly individuated. In fact, he has lost
his individuality almost completely, for he no longer thinks for himself. At
one point at the nightclub, he says to remarks to Lidia, "Life would be
tolerable but for its pleasures," and then continues, "Original? No, I no
longer have ideas-just a good memory." It is one of many statements that
appear in Antonioni's films that convey a wariness about language and
knowledge. Like the great American avant-garde filmmaker Stan Brakhage
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(whose thought resembles Antonioni's in many ways, actually), Antonioni
seems to believe that in acquiring language and knowledge we take on
other people's-the mass'-way of thinking. Lidia, on the other hand, play
acts about having an idea, but will not state it, knowing that her originality
surely would be mocked. Both Lidia of La notte and Vittoria of L'eclisse
are essentially solitary individuals, and their solitude is a mark of their
sensitivity---one might even be inclined to say "elevated sensibility."
Heidegger describes an authentic person as one who allows the.
consciousness of death to arise. To realize that we are essentially temporal
beings, that we are defined by our boundaries, is to realize that we are
defined by what we are not-that, ultimately, we are defined by
Nothingness. It is to realize, then, that at heart, we are an emptiness.
To confront death, or more accurat~ly to allow the phenomenon of
death to arise fully in consciousness, makes possible the full development
of human beings, for that confrontation has two crucial effects. First, the
recognition of the temporal mnure of existence makes one aware of the
frailty ofhuman beings. Secondly, the recognition that we are defined by
what we are not, that we are a nothingness, prompts the awareness thatiwe
have no given nature, no "essence" that determines us. It leads, then, to
awareness that we are radically free.
The acceptance of this understanding is difficult-difficult because, for
one thing, the recognition of the frailty of other human beings puts a moral
claim upon us that is a difficult burden to carry. For another, the
recognition that we are totally free because we are not determined by any
given nature involves the realization that we are responsible for shaping our
lives and for the determining our own destinies. Neither recognition is easy
to accept. Most people refuse this acceptance, refuse to live authentically,
and choose instead, as do most of the characters in Antonioni's films, to
live in Bad Faith. This is what Giovanni does in La notte; while Lidia is
deeply distressed by the news of Tommasso's death, Giovanni doesn't
allow himself the time listen to the information, and instead busies himself
with chasing Valentina.
The choice to live in Bad Faith can take many forms. We have
considered most of these forms earlier, when scrutinizing the films for
instances of evasive behaviour. But it would still be wothwhile to mention
them in this context, 'so that we can see how strongly existential influenced
Antonioni's filmmaking. One form of Bad Faith, practiced by so many.
males in Antonioni's films, is to refuse to accept the nothingness that lies at
the heart of our being, and endeavour to give oneself a nature by defining
oneself according to some role. This role, then, gives a person the illusion
of being a solidity, a fullness, and so allows one to be oblivious of that
emptiness, that nothingness. that is the basis of human freedom.
Another form of inauthenticity or Bad Faith involves doing what the
industrialist Gherardini does, refusing to accept the transitory nature of
existence. He has constructed an industrial empire'that, he wants to believe,
will gain him a form of immortality. Still another form of Bad Faith is
allowing oneself to lapse into the oblivion of unconsciousness as the
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sleepwalkers of Antonioni's (ilms do. Undeniably the most powerfully
attractive form of Bad Faith however is to submit to the lure of regression.
Time and again in his films, Antonioni uses edenic imagery to suggest the
appeal of paradise, the appeal of the world before its fall into particulars,
before its separation into subjects and objects, before the pace of change
had left people without any sense of a permanent place to which they
belong. A remarkabl~ series of shots in L' eclisse show Vittoria following a
man who has just lost hundreds of millions lira in a stock-market crash. He
purchases some medication, then takes himself to a cafe for a drink to
swallow it.down with. While there he scribbles on a piece of paper. After
he leaves Vittoria looks at what he scribbled. It is a sketch of flowers.
"How sill~," Piero remarks and goes to place a telephone call. "You never
stop," Vittoria responds.
.
Sometimes the regression is to the place of childhood or youth. Lidia's
return to the park she and Giovanni had visited during her courtship or the
return oithe laboUrer in Il Grido to his native village are examples of this
(arm ofregression. Both find the place to which they return has changed,
that they cannot return home, since their homes have been destroyed~ these
discoveries help to explain the subsequent actions of both characters.
More often this regression involves reverting to child-like forms of
behaviour. Features of Giuliana's behaviour (the clinging to walls and the
shrinking in the face of things that frighten her), are clearly child-like. Tiny
aciions by other characters, actions sometimes so slight that they might be
described best as stylizations of behaviour, also suggest'the lure of a more
innocent instinctual life. In L' avventura Sandro is drawn instinctively
towards the procession of school boys and attempts to join in the rhythm of
their step. Similarly, Lidia, after leaving the party given to promote her
husband's new book (and importantly,to merchandise her husband) reverts
to such behaviour to overcome oppressiveness of the reception: She '
encounters a couple of laughing men and spontaneously joins in their
laughter. At first, she appears relieved at the release this initial regression
provides, and so, as she continues walking and finds a row of phallicshaped posts; she weaves in-and-out of them in a child-like fashion-until,
that is, she comes face to face with an aging woman.
The lure of regression is also what prompts the sympathetic treatment
that adults so often accord children in Antonioni's films. Lidia, in the
passage mentioned above consoles a weeping child. Giuliana places more
trust in her son than her husband. This attraction of this regression, too,
explains why many characters of Antonioni's fIlms feel comfortable with
expressing sympathetic feeling towards the child within the adult even
though they feel uncomfortable with expressing similar feelings towards
adults. Sandro of L' avventura, ordinarily has great difficulty in expressing
tender feelings. When he tucks Claudia into bed in a parental fashion,
however, he is capable of saying, "Vainana," (which might roughly be
translated "Go beddy-bye") and of expressing considerable tenderness.
Lidia attempts to comfort the crying child she encounters on her walk are
really a response to the pretence of her husband's book-launching party
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from which she has fled~ it is as though children were the last refuge of
honesty and human feeling.
Antonioni depicts these regressive moments as incidents characterized
by a feeling of spontaneous release of joy. One could characterize several
moments portrayed in his films as occasions at which the recollection of the
past felicities erupt. The hopscotch games played by the women during the
party in La notte, the stripping off and leaping in the pool in the same fIlm
(which, not significantly, occurs just after a rain-storm has begun), or the
sexual frolic with the teenaged girls in Blow-up can all be interpreted in
this way.
It is, of course, Giulmna for whom the appeal of instinctual life is the
strongest, whois most adamant in her refusal to leave the garden. Her
actions are driven by the need to be contained by others, to build a wall
around herself that would protect her from the hostile forces of the Other.
This appeal is evident in almost everything she does and in almost all the
choices she makes: the Via Allighere, the street she chooses for her shop, is
timeless; the colours she chooses for the paint for her shop are blue and
green~ the clothes she wears in the opening and closing scenes are blue and
green. Like Lidia of La notte, she shuns the unnatural colours and harsh
shapes of the industrial world and seeks instead the more sensuous textures
and form of the natural world, and when she is unmoored from them, she is
insecure and horridly frightened. Like Lidia, she feels safest
when enclosed.
Even though Guiliana's instinctiveness is a form ofregressiveness, it
does have a positive dimension, for it preserves her capacity for sponteneity
and tenderness and thus preseves her humanity. It endows her with the
potential for individuation. For she, like Lidia and Claudia, has the capacity
to refuse to conform to the norms of the dominant society. In spite of her
weakness and all her pain, and in spite of the remembrance of a
paradisiacal state of unity that renders the process of individuation all the
more acutely troublesome, she struggles to remain an individual. Unlike
most of the other people who populate Antonioni's fIlms, she refuses to
become dehumanized by the mass society in which she lives. Although this
refusal possible imperibles and certainly assures she will experience a
much suffering, it provides her with potential of becoming an individual.
Throughout his oeuvre, Antonioni has depicted this process of
individuation as a painful, even tragic, task. To achieve individuality one
must refuse the lure of living in Bad Faith, of becoming part of the crowd.
And, Antonioni suggests, it, is only through the confrontation with death
that one learns the meaning of individual existence.
As Il deserto rosso illustrates, the achievement of individuation is not
marked by a great leap of the sort that Kierkegaard describes. Rather, it
occurs through a discrete and precarious increment in awareness and
understanding. Like the heroes of Euripidean tragedy (and Antonioni is
extraordinarily Euripidean in many respects), the authentic individual is not
set apart from the crowd by a vastly more noble moral stature, but only by a
slight refinement of sensibility. Guilianna, at the end of Il deserto rosso is
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not a profoundly transformed individual; she is only slightly more aware of
the dimension of tragedy which modem life has assumed. So too, Claudia
is not transformed by the end of L' avventura; she simply becomes slightly
more compassionate. Even Thomas of Blow-up, the character who
undisputely undergoes the most significant change, seems not to have
become an individual of superhuman capacities; it is just that his capacity
to understand and to feel sympathy for the other human beings has
been enlarged.
The situation of Thomas in the cOQcIuding scene of Blow-up is
particularly instructive. Though as an "art photographer" he engaged the
documenting of human affairs, he had not really scrutinized the human
structure of the world very carefully. The eruption of death into his world
changed that. As is made clear by the metaphor of blowing-up the
photographs, he began to study the world more deeply. In the scrutiny of
the fact of death, he became gentled, his movements became slower,
suggesting he has become more contemplative. The discovery of death
opened up for him the discovery of truths about life. Thus he learned to
refuse the lure of the inauthentic, of the "joint" (the marijuana cigarette)
that would put him into oblivion and of the failure fu commit oneself to
action. The conversation he has with Patricia (Sarah Miles) when he returns
to his 10ft to find ransacked reveals what he learned in his scrutiny of the
image. of the murder in the park: "Someone," a human being, was killed.
He reveals that he has seen through the sham of his previous mode of
existence in which frail and suffering human beings were simply the
subject for some "fab" photographs (as he describes them) of violence or a
despair that is exoticized in them.
.This new awareness inflects the entir~Jast scene of the film. As he
watches the mimes, his face shows a particular tenderness. It is as though
he recognizes that all their colourfulness and all their sonteneity are
doomed, that the game that they are playing is, metaphorically, one of
illusion, of inauthenticity. As they implore him to join in their games of
illusions by returning the ball they pretend to have knocked over to him, he
is in a double bind. For to join them is to join them in their game of
illusions, to go back to state he was in before his encounter with death
altered his consciousness. On the other hand, to refuse to join in is to deny
their humanity and their frailty, to deny those values he has just learned. He
pauses for a moment, and then picks up the ball and joins them in their
game. Now that he has learned about death, he knows he must not tum his
back on life. Though he joins them in their game, he is separated from them
by ~hat he learned about, and more importantly, from death.

1 Of course, in reality no work is purely illustrational or presentational or constructive; and so
in analyzing any actual work. one would deal with interrelations amongst the .presentational,
the illustrational and the constructive motivations for any particular form. But none. of this
denies that there are these three facets of form, or that in individual works one or another of
these categories will be to the fore.
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2 The obverse scene appears in L' eclis8e. There we see Vittoria's mother (a woman who is
particularly interested in money) haggJ,ing with a fruit vendor over the price of some fruit.
Like Guiliana, Vittoria has an admiratiOn for nature, and so she tells her mother that bickering
over a few lira is not worthwhile. Her mother replies that.millions are make with lira.
The scene is particularly moving because Vittoria had sought out her mother for
comfort after leaving Riccardo. Her mother's behaviour makes dear that there is no comfort to
be had from her.
3 Images of inauthentic abound in Antonioni's films. Giovanni for example, writes the
meaningless dedication "In Friendship" as he autographs a book for a total stranger; a waiter
meanwhile, performs automatically gestures of a perfunctory politeness.
Perhaps the most frequent suggestion of inauthentic existence in Antonioni's films
comes in the form of an evident incongrui~y between a person's words and his deeds. Sandro,
for example, claims to have the courage needed to leave Ettore, yet his actions reveal that he
cannot bring himself to do so. Ljkewise, Giovanni pretends to a strength of character and to a
sensitivity towards human feelings which his actions betray. Corrado speaks gently, but his
actions reveal him to be a predator. And Thomas, the photographer in the film Blow-up
announces himself, through his life-stYle, to be a person of artistic inclination while his
actions reveal a crassness and insensitivity that is quite out of keeping with that vocation (at
least as it was traditionally understood, for. or course, the fIlm depicts the erosion of tradition).
This incompatibility between speech and action is of particular interest when one
considers the historical context within which existentialist idea of Bad Faith develops; the'
concept of Bad Faith was framed to counter the historical view that a person could be held to
be distinct from his actual practices (views which implied, for example, that a t:nan could
caught in the act of thieving could be held to be not a thief in his essence).
4 Giuliana's story (in II deserto r0880) can, I think, be read as a tragedy which befalls one
who falters in the task of individuation. She refuses to allow conventional codes to dominate
her behaviour and tries to remain loyal to her own nature, but she is overwhelmed by terror.
S This idea, too, Antonioni expressed in his statement at Cannes. In it he said: We would noti
be erotic, that is, the sick men of Eros, if Eros himself were in good health... In L'avventura
the catastrophe is an erotic impulse of this order: cheap, useless, unfortunate... for the hero
(what a ridiculous wordl) of my film is perfectly aware of the crude nature. the uselessness of
the erotic impulse that gets the better of him."
6 In his statement at Cannes he also have expression to this idea when he posed the rhetorical
question, " Why do you think eroticism is so prevalent today in our literature. out theatrical
shows elsewhere?" and answered, "It is a symptom of the emotiona). sickness of out times."
7 Ricoeu(,Fallible Man (Eng. trans. by Charles Ke1bley) (Chicago: Regnery, 1967)
8 Perhaps this goes some distance in explaining Antonioni' s distrust of language. He tends, I
think. to work "symbolically" in Ricoeur's sense of the word. Thought is something that
develops out of suchsymbols, and in a way,
9 A somewhat similar scene appears in L'eclis8e, Piero tries to explain to Vittoria the reasons
he is so fascinated with the stock market. We suggest that she senses just how limited his ·life
is. They begin to kiss. Soon she begins undressing, when the sound of church bells interrupt
her. She seems taken aback and looks around the room. It looks gloomy; like the church,the
family portraits that populate the wall seem to speak of past to which one cannot return. In
response to the mood of the room, Vittoria moves instinctively toward its only. Outside she
seems people filing out of church and soldier ice-cream. (Again the theme of the lure of
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regressionto pasty, the past of a more solid moral existenoe or the past of childhood.) We hear
Piero's voice, and two of them play, fU)it a little, chilo:llike game about letting him in, and then
a delightful, and again childlike game with their hands. Then they begin to passionate love.
The scene illustrates well Antonioni's idea that one of love's appeal is the lure of regressive
child's play.
10 It should perhaps be noted that there is another dimension to this extraordinarily dense
sCene. Thi~ soene shot in such a way that it suggests Claudia's point of view, it implies then
that she sees herself as a victim of a "visual gang-rape" . With this vantage point, the soene
can be taken as suggesting the guilt which Claudia feels about having an affair with her best
friend's lover.
11 L' eclisse makes the association of stirring leaves with the ideas of transience and separation
abundantly clear. At one Point, Vittoria and Fiero go for carefree stroll together; they engage
in some delightful child's play, perform a few antics and capers; Then they arrive at a
pedestrian crossing. "When we get to the other side, I'll kiss ~ou," he says. He tries twice, but
she doesn't let him. In the background are branches of trees swaying in the wind."I'm going,"
she says and leaves before he can say anything. The image of the wind blown leaves also
appears in the montage section that ends the film.
When in Blow-up the photographer returns to park searching for the corpse, or for some clue
to why the man was killed, the leaves rustle loudly. Doubtkss the exaggeratedly loud rustling
is intended to convey its impact on his subjectivity; the fact of nature's transience has
penetrated him deeply.
12 In a similar vein, like the gazelles whose pictures hang on the wall of the hunting shack,
Giuliana of II deserto rosso belongs to an endangered species since her holistic aspirations
define her as primitive. In Zabriskie Point, the police are constrained by a metaphoric
necessity to shoot at the returning plane since Mark's repainting of it transformed it into a
giant bisexual pterodactyl with its genitals exposed; the new society is driven by the same
impulse to drive the old off the face of the eanh.
13 The 'obverse image appears in L' eelisse; Vittoria unwraps a small parcel which she
discovers contains a fossil of plant. She fetches a hammer and tacks it to a wall of her
apartment.
14 Every time Anna yells "shark" , the film cuts to Sandro. A few minutes later, when
recounting the stiry to Claudia, Anna says "the shark left"; the picture shows Sandre leaving
the room.
15 The importance of this task accounts for Giuliana's anxiety about the way she decorates her
shop of the Via Allighere. The attempt to find a place for the human spirit is also expressed in
the unconcious desire many characters exhibit for natural forms and colours. After being
oggled by a group of Sicilian men, claudia rushes to a painlshop for refuge (largely for refuge
from her own' sense of guilt). On being pressed about what colour of paint she wants, she
hurriedly produces the answer, "Blue".
Similarly the photographer Thomas of Blow-up, when pressed about what sort of painting
he is searching for in antique/junk shop. qnickly offers the answer "Landscapes". On leaving
this shop where the past is hoarded in a way that it has been vi~ually transformed to rubble, he
heads impulsively for the park; in this park he takes a picture of birds. It is as if this instinctual
flight towards nature were a mechanism for defending himself against what he had just
experienced, namely a civili~tion whose impulse is to make the past obsolete. He tries to
return to a more prirnitve, edenic state. He is frustrat~ in his attempt to return to the garden,
however, as even this little bit of eden within the city is being encroached upon by the forces
of civilization. this is made clear by the fact that virtually every shot of the park contains some
reminder (such as a naeon sign) of the city which encircles it.
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16 Vernon, The Garden and the Map: Schizophrenia in Twentieth Century Literature and
Culture (Urbana: University of lllinois Press, 1973). Like Antonioni, Vernon relates to the
opposition between the two fundamental modes of experience to the myth of the Garden.
17 Hence in the biblical myth of the garden, the fruit that Adam picked was the fruit of the tree
of the mowledge of good and evil. The- emblematic significance of the act involves the
aquisition of a new mode of experience, a scientific and rationalistic one, which-unlike that
original state in which, all acts were apprehended as innocent- was typified by the
polarization of acts into "good" ,and "evil" acts.
18 Vernon is here drawing on Merleau-Ponty's work on embodiment and embodied
experience which receives its most coherent, thorough and' rigorous presentation in his The
Phenomenology ofPerception (New York, Humanities Press, 1962).
19 In discussing earlier drafts of this paper with people, questions were frequently raised abont
my characterizing Giuliana's " illness"as a form of madness. Perhaps I should be more
specific about my understanding ofGiuliana's mental "derangement" which I take to be
paranoid psychosis.
a) The. paranoic has delusions about the destruction of the world (cf. Giuliana's sense of the
world as sundered). This, as has frequently been pointed out is the result of the projection of
an inner catastrophe, The paranoic's inner world is in a state of collapse, consequently, "she
projects delusions of the impending collapse of the world.
b) This delusional formation is accompanied by a sense of messianic calling. The famous
Shreber case makes clear that a culmination point of the paranoid delusional system is the
belief that the paranoid individual has a mission to redeem the world to restore mankind to its
lost state of bliss (d. Giuliana's attempt at recreating the paradismal world).
c) Such delusions of grandeur are generally seen as a reaction formation constructed in the
attempt to defend against extreme feelings of worthlessness. These feelings of grandiosity then
further exacerbate these problems, since the world belittles and scoffs at these grandiose
claims. This can result in the belief in a conspiracy, a cabal or a generalized malevolence
which popular belief erroneously takes as the defining feature of paranoia. Giuliana's belief in
her wonhles sness and in a generalized malevolence is apparent.
d) These feeellngs of self-depreciation result from the detachment of the libido from a loved
object which are then generakized to include the whole world (cf. Giuliana's feeling that the
world is drained of love).
e)The self-depreciation which underlies the delusions of grandeur characteristic of the
paranoic lead to aggressive acts in which the paranoic exacts attention and assistance from the
world, thereby gaining reinforcement for hislher feelings of grandeur, and then rejects any
proffered aid. Giuliana does exactly this to both Ugo and Corrado. In extreme cases, there
actions can lead to attempted suicide- as in Giuliana's case.
20 Of course, fmdinga balance is exactly what conventional wisdom recommends. So it is
that images of balance are common in Antonioni's films. For example, Giuliana slips on a
loose board; her son plays with a gyroscope. The effort to keep balanoe is thus seen as fraught
with peril.
21 There is another reason the Greek world considered such situations as tragic. As is wellknown, the norm of the Greek ethical culture was the middle way. The fact that this was thenorm suggests that the possibility of discovering a middle way was a condition for a situation's
being intelligible (since ethics was considered by the Greeks as rational). Situations which
could not be understood in terms of the reconciliation of opposites were therefore thought to
be not capable of being understood at all An aspect of the tragic character's misfortune, then,
was to have become caught up in an irrational situation. This notion of characters as destriyed
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by being caught in irrational situations has. some resemblance to Bateson's theory of
psychiatrically pathogenic situations, namely, .situations in Which characters have on two
choices, either one of which puts them in jeopardy psychologically. The escape from such
"double binds" Bateson suggests, is to go mad. The relations of these ideas to Giulian's
situation should be clear.
The protagonists of Antonioni's films are caught in a similar dilemma. They are tom
between the conflicting demands of accepting ihe world they live in, admittedly an alien and
inhuman world of constructing for themselves a world that, ~hile possessing a human form is
nonetheless unreal. If they choose the first, they submit to necessity and scant that which is
human in themselves; if they choose the second, they lose their roots in reality and fly off into
the realm of fantasy. But between these two alternatives, there is no middllf way. The world is
inhuman, and that is that. Either one accepts it as it is or one doesn't. If one refuses to live in
the real world, one can either live in a fantasy world as does Giuliana or die. There is no other
course, no way out of the bind. Thus Daria, as she is about to get into her car and leave the
decadent environment of Phoenix, having seen the way in which the world of commerce
opprcsses and dehumanizes that which is native and human, is caught in a conflict between
two irreconcilable opposites. She realizes that world is such that she cannot go back to the
edcnic scene of the love making of Zabriskie Point, but cannot she return to the world of
commerce either. Her only recourse is to the imagination of the total destruction of all that
exists-in a sense, to the imagination of new beginning.
Antonioni's works suggest, over and over again, that our tragic situation is partly a result of
the paradoxicality of the human constitution. For human beings are, at once, both a
phenomenon of nature with needs. that follow from that fact and imaginative beings with
essentially human needs that nature is incapable of meeting.
22 Antonioni's wOlks include frequent references to religion and often times they imply a
relationship between the religious impulse and the creative impulse. The architect Sandro, for
example, marve~s'at church architecture in Southern Italy, the photographer Thomas passes
nuns robed in habits, and Lidia wanders into a church yard. In each case moreover,religion is
associated with "The Old".
23 The Fascists' celebration of the "Old World" and the world of stable Roman values added
further discredit to these value in post-war Italy.
i

24 This is, of course, essentially a creative demand. The reason for Antonioni's frquent use of
artists as protagonists in his films is a metaphoric relation between the creative activity of an
artist and the creative activity demanded of individuals in living in today's world.
25 I was driven to the model which I describe below by persistent difficulties I had in
explaining my admiration for Zabriskie Point. For, while most criticscondernned the film, I
thought it to be a wolk which, though admittedly not the finest Antonioni has given us (largely
because of its extraordinarily plunking dialogue), still merited profound respect. My own
admiration for it, I knew was in part due to the fact that the stylization of the work was so
radical and its schematized pattern so severe. these features render inapposite the derogatory
remarks made by most critics which, once again, were based on the fact that the work fails to
measure up to the criteria of naturalism. (Such comments, widespread at the time the film was
released were to the effect that the film failed to present an accurate portrait of the Sixties
radicalism and hippyism.) Still, this explanation was largely defensive; it failed to account for
my admiration in positive terms.
I understood quite clearly, or at least I thought I did, that was based on a schematization of
the poles of nature, civilization; nature was represented by Zabriskie point and Daria,
civilization by Los Angeles and Lee (Rod Taylor). Midway between these poles was a point
representlid by Phoenix and Malk. The essentially tragic figure in the wolk seemed to me to be
Daria after she has moved from her position of proximity with nature and moved closer to
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Ma~'s position. At the end of the film,.she looks aheadtoward.the modem-styled house and
behind towards the desert, she is a creature tom between civilization and nature and is unable
to decide between the two. For reasons I outlined above, she has no choice b~t to enter the
realm of fantasy. Specifically she fantasizes destro~g an order which cannot satisfy her.

Still, this account left many feautres of wolk une~plained. Why, for example, did the wOIk
so emphasize the landscape and minimize the psychological dimension (which had previously
ways been Antonioni's forte) to such an extent that the work appeared more to be a figureill-landscape study than a character portrait of the sort we had come to expect from Antonioni?
And why did such a frightful sense of inevitability exude from the f.t.lrn?

:u

Qearly, this was a work which demanded that one think about Antonioni in new terms. As
I struggled to define these new terms (this some years ago now) I ran across first Heidegger
essay, then an essy by Dennis Lee. these wolks helped enormously in clarifying the basic
problematic of that work. They were Heidedder's "The Origin of the Work of Art" and Lee's
Savage Fie/ds on Literature and Cosm%gy, (Toronto, House of Anansi, 1977). It is upon
Lee's reworking oftJ:te Heideggerian noyion expressed in "The Origin of the Work of Art"
that the exposition I have developed is based.
26 The story of her experiences on the'Sardinian bach was to be the second of two Giuliana
rcounted to h,er son, Valerio. The first was to be the story of a kite taking flight from ,earth,
moving out over primitive Mrica and being downed over Cape Canavral; this, of cou;'c, is
essentially a tale of technologism, in contrast with the prirnitivsm of the ecstatic experience of
primal unity which Giuliana felt.
This tale can be found in the Italian version of the script. Apparently it was even filmed, or
at least, was still going to be shot when production on the film began, for a vestigal reference
to it remains in the completed film; whenGuiliana searches for a story to tell, the boy asks her
to tell him the story of a kite.
.
The two stories, taken together, provide further evidence of the polarizing cast of
Antonioni's mind. A closely related scene from L'eclisse evidence of Antonioni's interest in
the reconciliation of opposites. we are presented with shots portraying Vittoria's trip to
Verona. [Actually this scene, too, was truncated ir\ editing; the script has the aitplane passing
near a storm (nature) which terrifies Vittoria. Moreover, travelling to Verona was an error,
caused by malfunction of the airplane's electronic compass (technology which conspires with
nature to make a leg of the excursion, at least, frightening.) In the final print we see none of
this "terrifying" material.] Vittoria is delighted by some clouds she sees out the aitplane's
window. "Let's go throught that cloud," she exclaims with delight. The camera-work and
editing prompt us to share in the physical delight of the ride. Here nature and technology
cooperate to produce a pleasure.
27 The fact that these scenes-and others besides--have the same structure imbues the film
with a certain. repetitive rhythm. Thus, the formal structure of the film consists of a series of
repetitions of, or more pre;eisely, variations on, a single central incident. this structural feature
of the film reflects the obsessive natun!. of Giuliana's behaviour, for she continually reworks
the experience that is depicted in that scene. In a sense, then, the structure of the film
embodies at the formal level the nature of Giuliana's psychology.
28 A fact that Chatman points out in his book on Antonioni, Antonioni or, the Surface of the
world (P75) I would add that I believe that Chatman's claims for the degree of contingency (vs
consequentiality) of Antonioni's later narratives are somewhat exaggerated. I believe that one
can provide quite convincing motivations for his character's actions, often by observing
closely the relation of a charactcr in a scene to the scene itself; one notes the impact of
location or situation on the character realizing that the characters subsequent behaviour will be
the result ( in the quite conventional, consequential sense) of that impact. What separates
Antonioni's· from more conventional narratives is the understatement of the characters inner
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life and the temporal distance that often separates cause and effect his plots. Still, I think it is
fair to say, with these qualifications, that Antonioni's have a greater weight of features of
Chatman's contingent narrative than do most film narratives.
29 Chatman is at lengths to buttress his claims that this temporal attribute really causes us to
obselVe things in their presentness, and that the fundamental importance of Antonioni films is
that they cause us to examine and enjoy the surfaces of the visible world. I cannot go along
with him on this point. It seems to me that Antonioni's films reveal tremendous skepticism of
visual appearance and ·concem with the appalling uncertainty of things that do not disclose
their realbeing in their appearance. He once quoted favourably lines from Lucretius: "Nothing
appears as it is in a world where nothing is certain. The only certainty is a hidden violence that
makes all things uncertain."
Nor can I accept Chatman's related claim, that Antonj.oniis not a symbolic filmmaker
precisely because his interest is in the actual surfaces of reality, not some underlying meaning
that reality conveys. This entire thrust of this essay has been against such conclusions.
30 Of course, she glowers at him not just because he denies time's passing. She is also
disturbed that he does not see how changed it already is, or, by implication, that he does not
remember it as it was. Her love for him has made the place (and what they did and felt there)
memorable; that he forgets it suggests that he cherishes their love less than she does.
3 I That this heightened sense of the importance of her selfhood occurs by way of a rebellion
against the carnality andeynicism of the group reveals an immense amount about Guilina's
character
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32 Of course, the platitude is offered as much for Giovanni's sake as it is for Thomasso's, for
it allows Giovanni to deny the fact of death.

The War Machine: American Culture,
Canadian Cultural Sovereignty & Film Policy

Michael Dorland

Resume
Cc tc.xtc: propose: unc approche plus ouve.rte au dim.ensions imag.inain:, ct WsClll'Sivcs de l'etudc .des
politique.s de communicatiow de 1'6tat canadien ct phs 3¢cifiqucmcnt cn oc qui a trait aux POlitiqUC5 de
d6vcloppement du cinema. Dam: cettc optiquc. l'articlc:. dcmontrc que conccptuaHser les rapports
communif:4tifs/media can.a.do-&mCricains s~opCmti,mnalise micux en fonction d'un disc0ut8 d'interdCpcndancc
que DC Ie auggere une plu.s: traditionnel1c approche inspir6e par 1a thCo-rie de la dependance. Unc lecture
historiquc du divdoppemcnt des politiqucs de: cinema pennel d'cntrcvoir WI sYS!emc etroitc.mcnt lie aux
poHtiques fondamcntalc-s de l'ctat teIles l'innnigration et surtoutla dCfcD.8C nationalc. Les paradoxes et
contradlctiom d'un clnCma. con~ comm:: unc ''machine de gu.ene" sootrc:levcs.

Canadian nationality, being a lost cause, the ultimate
union of Canada with the United States appears now to
be morally certain; so that nothing is left from Canadian
patriotism to do but provide that it shall be a union
indeed, and not an annexation-Goldwin Smith (1878)
Cultural Sovereignty and the Imaginary Canadian State
Despite having been the subject of some concern in both press and
Parliament during the 1987 Canada-US free-trade negotiation, the question
of Canadian cultural sovereignty appears to have effectively dropped out of
public discourse. In part because according to an External Affairs
pamphlet, "Canada's ability to foster a unique cultural identity is fully
safeguarded" in the Free Trade Agreement. l While legalistic interpretation
of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Treaty offers grounds for less optimistic
readings 2 , recent public opinion polls, if contradictory, suggest "that
questions of sovereignty or independence were far less important in
determining Canadian attitudes toward free trade than were economic
criteria; "3
Now, if the question of sovereignty was never of overriding public
concern in the free-trade debate, to whom was the Canadian state speaking
in its assurances that a) not only was the question of cultural sovereignty
exempted from the free-trade agreement but also b) safeguarded by it?
It is the thesis of this paper that the Canadian state is here, and in its
discourse on culture generally, entertaining an historically articulate
soliloquy and principally to convince itself of the following/ietion: namely,
that a state which has never experienced sovereignty would nonetheless be
able to safeguard it. The ease with which the fictional can be elided into the
factual further underlines that the terrain indicated by the concept of
Canadian Journal o/FilmStudieslReyue canadien"" d'elutks cinematographiques
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